
TROY — Watching “Dolap,” created by the Turkish performer/choreographers Mustafa

Kaplan and Filiz Sizanli, you have to wonder why there aren’t more dances involving

refrigerators. Turns out that a rectangular white box with a door offers a myriad of opportunities

for movement experimentation, creativity and humor.
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Review: Turkish dance duo joins forces with a fridge in
‘Dolap’

Turkish performer/choreographers Mustafa Kaplan and Filiz Sizanli perform Dolap.



Kaplan and Sizanli, who call themselves Taldans, performed “Dolap” at EMPAC Thursday at 7:30

p.m., not in one of the theaters or studios but in the lobby, with viewers seated on all four sides.

While the duo often shows the piece on a proscenium stage, it lends itself beautifully to an in-

the-round setting, with the audience mere feet (and sometimes inches) from the dancers—and

from the fridge, which is essentially a third partner in the work.

The two met at the Istanbul Theater Research Laboratory while Kaplan was studying engineering

and Sizanli was finishing an architecture degree, and their approach to choreography

incorporates mathematical scores, sequences and repetitions. In “Dolap,” which translates as

both “cabinet” and “intrigue,” particular sequences of movement serve as a sort of chorus for the

work, returned to again and again: for example, the pendulum- or metronome-like action of the

two dancers using their feet to pass the fridge back and forth between them as they lie on their

backs on the floor.

This repeated pattern goes on for quite a while, but it never gets old, because each time the fridge

makes its downward trajectory toward one dancer or the other, there’s a second or two of literal



and emotional suspense when it seems about to crush them … and then their feet come up just in

time to catch it and push it away.

As the piece progresses, the interactions between the humans and the fridge become

increasingly complex and seemingly risky. They balance on top of it, slide down its length, hang

upside down from it, hang out inside it—and sometimes roll or step nimbly away and let it fall.

The only sound in the piece is the ambient score: the bumps and scuffs of the fridge against the

floor, the clap of the dancers’ feet on the fridge, the boom of the fridge hitting the ground and, at

one point, the insect-like buzzing of packing tape unrolling at high speed.

It’s not hard to find metaphors in “Dolap”; it could be about the sharing of household burdens, or

how we react to natural forces beyond our control, or the ways in which we both rely on and are

threatened by technology. Or it could be simply an exploration of what happens when bodies

encounter weight, mass and gravity. Either way, it’s an eloquent haiku of a dance—both

minimalist and full of meaning.

Tresca Weinstein is a frequent contributor to the Times Union.
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